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As I receive more
I can give more

I am here to have all that is meant for me
 
 

Today's Affirmation
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And what it means for you:
 

you can have it all
 

Jung said: we are attracted to people who embody our shadow, and a
true relationship can happen when we activate that part of ourselves

 
Now, we no longer resist growth and activation. We desire it. Which

gives space to a new, exciting kind of relationship:
 

We are attracted to people we have a genuine connection with, meaning
this energy between us of being in the flow together

 
 

There's a New Time & a New Man

Grow through

conflict &

darkness

Grow through
ease & flow
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There's men like...
Joe saw his relationship go to pieces because his partner wouldn't/
couldn't talk. He is looking for a woman who gives him the confidence
she can talk and will talk when things get real

Gill felt caged in a marriage where his wife had no goals and there was
no expansion. He is looking for a woman with big goals he can support

Gerald fooled up two relationships because he was so focused on his
career and himself. He loved them both dearly, and now he is wanting to
do things differently and honor his partner to the moon and back
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And manifestation is fast.
 

The only question is: are you stepping into this reality, or are you stuck
in the old paradigm of lack?

 
The invitation of the Queen of Love is to step into Have It All.

 
Conflict & darkness will be replaced with ease and flow

 

Everything is Available
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Today's Practice
The invitation is to do a mini - constellation:

 
put one cushion on the floor for lack, one for abundance.

 
Stand in lack. Experience the energy of it, the breath, the heartbeat, the
posture, the lips. What is the belief that is true here? Who are attracted

to that? What does growth look like?
 

Stand in abundance. Experience again the energy, breath, heartbeat,
posture, lips. What belief holds here? Who is attracted to this? What

does growth look like?
 

Come to the masterclass, we will continue with this!
 
 



Tips
Google family constellation if you have never done one
Trust that the energy will work through you, notice the
shifts in your body and beliefs
Afterwards, take a moment to look at the two positions
both - and know that you get to choose
In the masterclass we go from energy exploration to
energy activation
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See you Live at the
Masterclass!
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